
Belt-free Closing Umbrella



We wanted to make an umbrella

that felt light and

comfortable on rainy days. 

No folding.

No belt.

No wet hands.

By adding a new mechanism

to the product category, 

we have revolutionized the umbrella.

The Belt-free Closing Umbrella helps

ensure your rainy days 

are seamless and stress-free. 

Watch our video

https://youtu.be/ATUKTvHs95E


Just “One-Pull” to close it
and the umbrella rolls up on its own.

A Unique Spiral Structure

Shupatto Umbrella adopts a unique spiral structure 

that allows you to close the umbrella without 

needing to touch the fabric or use a belt. 

The shaft rotates as you twist the umbrella, 

causing the fabric to wrap around towards the center. 

f in.

“One-Pull”

See it in action.

https://youtu.be/ZkvgcyQ0jKU


Simply pull the slider inwards and 

the fabric will neatly and smoothly 

fold into the frame 

without touching your hands, 

keeping them dry.

Your hands 
never get wet

Raise the slider to unlock and 

pull to release. There’s no need to 

push a button, which allows 

the umbrella to smoothly 

open and close.

Button-Free Lock

Equipped with a stopper to dry 

the umbrella in a partially open position. 

The umbrella gently stands 

in place until dry.

Drying Stopper

The Shupatto Umbrella is coated with 

a high-grade water repellent. 

Raindrops easily fall off the fabric, 

allowing the umbrella to stay dry.

Water Repellent



Enter a store without stopping

Effortlessly enter a subway station
Leave a store without

 blocking others behind you

Smoothly get into a taxi



Shupatto Umbrella 58cm 

Product 

Length of shaft: 22.8in / 58cm

Diameter: 39.4in / 100cm

Weight: 416g

Umbrella fabric material: Polyester

Made in China

Shupatto Umbrella 62cm 

Length of shaft: 24.4in / 62cm

Diameter: 44.1in / 112cm

Weight: 485g

Umbrella fabric material: Polyester

Made in China
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Line-up

White Beige Citron Yellow Shell Pink

Black Navy Khaki Greige

Ash Green Warm GrayAzure Blue

Shupatto Umbrella 58cm 

Shupatto Umbrella 62cm 

6 colors

4 colors



https://marna.jp/en

Contact us
trd.1872@marna.jp
Tel: +81 338291116

Designed by Marna Inc. in Tokyo, Japan

www.shupatto.com

https://www.shupatto.com/

